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I don’t want either of us to regret this 
2021

Sony Trinitron PVM-9L2 (2), Glass vitrine
shelves (2), Vaultz Combination Lock Box

Clear Acrylic and Steel (2), Sony Clear
Voice Plus (2), Camera Lens Commuter

Mug White (2), media player, video

Two parts, each:
61 3/4 x 12 5/8 x 15 3/4 in

157 x 32 x 40 cm
Unique
KO 029



Kayode Ojo (1990, Cookeville, USA) is an American conceptual artist who combines kitsch 
and glamour, photography and sculpture, theatrical performance and the readymade, with sinister 
irony. He is interested in mass-produced objects, design and fashion, jewellery, fake crystals, 
furniture and fabric. Not to mention big-name clothing that he drapes over fragile stands which 
act as mannequins in his spaces/exhibits, frozen and sparkling. The human body is entirely absent 
or only hinted at in Ojo’s work. If there, it is only partially glimpsed or implied in the signs left of its 
passing, as is the case in his best-known photo series, shots of the afterparties that follow art events.
In these photos, the Sweetwater gallery in Berlin is overtaken by “Up to Here” (2021), 
a large-scale installation consisting of eight individual chandeliers, strung across two separate chains 
to form an elegant neckline. The work’s title is a sort of double-entendre, referencing both the angry 
refrain “I’ve had it up to here!” as well as instructions for shaving a beard, ‘up to here’ with the neck 
framed between thumb and index finger. There exists a hierarchy between these two chains, 
the lower one supports five light five-candle chandeliers with a plastic shine, and the upper 
one three weighty chandeliers containing hundreds of crystal balls, making a rainbow sparkle.
In “I put all of my energy into this tower” (2021), Ojo disassembled a vintage camera and placed 
a single part in each of the five mailboxes hanging on the wall. 

I put all of my energy into this tower
2021

Kiev 88, Alco 8601 Letterbox 31 x 36 x 15
cm Varnished Silver (5), Mirrors

Five parts, each:
12 1/4 x 14 1/8 x 13 3/4 in
31 x 36 x 35 cm
Total, from floor:
98 1/8 x 14 1/8 x 13 3/4 in
249 x 36 x 35 cm
Unique
KO 034

Up to here
2021

A1A9 Modern Elegant Chandelier, Clear
K9 Crystal Droplets Ceiling Lights with 6-
Light Luxury LED Pendant Light for
Dining Room Living Room Foyer Hallway
Staircase Home Décor (3), Classic
chandelier made of metal/acrylic in
chrome pendant lamp 5 bulbs 5 x E14
each 40 watts max. 165 cm (height
adjustable) modern pendant light
suitable for LED bulbs, vintage/retro
design (5)

Installation dimensions variable; here:
236 1/4 x 267 3/4 x 23 5/8 in
600 x 680 x 60 cm
Unique
KO 030

Without trousers (Suitmeister)
2021

Suitmeister - Sequins Blazer Silver -
Disco Glitter Party Blazer for Men -
Christmas Mardi Gras Halloween
Costume Party Silver Blazer- Size L,
carabiner hooks with key fob 25 mm
(silver), Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic
American Folding Sheet Music Stand
(Chrome), StarSide Crystal Chandelier
Teardrop Prisms 50mm

53 1/2 x 16 7/8 x 16 7/8 in
136 x 43 x 43 cm
Unique
KO 032

Text Fabio Cherstich



At first glance, it appears that the camera is a Hasselblad 1600F, a classic Swedish camera from 
the late ’40s, but upon closer inspection it is a Kiev 88, the poorly-functioning Soviet copy from 
the ’80s. Each piece - lens, body, cartridge, viewfinder - is positioned between mirrors, allowing 
examination from every angle. References to contemporary art history abound: the mailboxes 
undoubtedly form a sort of readymade Donald Judd, while the deconstructed camera makes for 
a sculptural version of a Christopher Williams photograph. This work takes its title from “High 
Rise”, the J.G. Ballard novel that was adapted into a 2015 film, which tells the story of a residential 
tower sealed off from society and whose inhabitants descend into madness and anarchy. 
In Kayode Ojo’s work, minimalism mixes with glamour. There are no colors, just black and white 
and silver, as in “Vaterdrum, Mutterdrum, Michdrum” (2021), a four-part work consisting of three 
transparent drums, representing father, mother and child, alongside a copy of Georges Simenon’s 
“The Glass Cage”, the story of a proof-reader who works in a glass room, overcome by psychosis 
and memories of childhood. Each of the drums is suspended with a set of roleplay handcuffs, 
hanging onto their sturdy metal frames. The work’s title is in broken half-German/half-English, 
its intention clear but its execution misguided. In the exhibition, the mother and father 
(“Mutterdrum and Vaterdrum”) are installed near the front of the gallery, immediately announcing 
their presence in the space, while the child (“Michdrum”, ‘me-drum’) is hidden behind a column, 
not visible until visitors have thoroughly inspected the gallery. 

Vaterdrum, Mutterdrum, Michdrum
2021
SONGMICS Heavy Duty Clothes Rack, 
Coat Rack on Wheels (2), Floor Standing, 
Sign Holder - Single Tier Chrome, Pearl, 
CRB524P C730 Crystal Beat Fusion 
Shell, Drum Set Acrylic, Liberty Imports 
Heavy Duty Diecast Metal Stainless Steel, 
Handcuffs with Keys Bulk Party Favors for 
Police Kids Role Play (6), The Glass Cage 
by Georges Simenon

Installation dimensions variable; each 
installed separately in exhibition.

Vaterdrum and Mutterdrum:
63 3/8 x 36 5/8 x 17 3/4 in
161 x 93 x 45 cm
Michdrum:
54 x 13 3/4 x 10 1/4 in
137 x 35 x 26 cm
The Glass Cage:
7 1/2 x 5 1/8 x 3/4 in
19 x 13 x 2 cm
Unique
KO 031


